X H E success which attended the endeavour to detect the influence of the moon on the pressure of the atmosphere, by a suitable arrangement of the hourly barometrical observations at St. Helena*, naturally suggested the idea that the influence of the moon on the direction of the magnetic needle, supposing such an influence to exist, might be manifested by an analogous arrangement of the hourly magnetical observa tions at that station ; inasmuch as the magnetical disturbances due to other causes, and liable to mask so small an effect as that which might be anticipated from the moon, were, like those of the barometer, of inconsiderable amount at St. Helena when compared with those at many other stations.
An examination of observations of the Declination made at Milan, whilst M. K reil T O #* was Director of that observatory, led him, in a memoir read in February 1841 to the Royal Bohemian Society of Sciences, to announce his belief that the moon does actu ally exercise an influence on the magnetic direction at the surface of our globe, cognisable by a variation in the Declination depending on the moon's hour-angle, and completing its period in a lunar day. M. K reil has since confirmed the discovery thus announced by investigations based on a more extensive series of similar obser vations made under his direction at Prague, and discussed,-1st, in the 4 Magnetische und Meteorologische Beobachtungen zu P rag ' for 1841 ; and 2nd, in a memoir pre sented to the Imperial Academy of Sciences at Vienna in June 1850, and published in the Transactions of that Academy in 1852.
Meanwhile, in the course of the discussion of the results derivable from the Obser vations at the British Colonial Observatories, I had selected for a primary examina tion of this subject the series of hourly observations of the Declination at St. Helena, extending from September 1842 to August 1847 inclusive; and having determined on the process through which the observations should be passed, the work of reduc tion was commenced, and though occasionally interrupted by more pressing duties, was resumed from time to time, and was at length completed for the five years in the early part of the summer of 1852. The result was conclusive, in so far as a variation depending upon the moon's hour-angle was systematically and consistently mani fested ; but this variation differed so considerably in many important particulars, as well as in amount, from the conclusions which M. K reil had derived from the Milan and Prague observations, as to make it plain to perceive that a knowledge of the pheno mena at many different parts of the globe must be obtained, before a general theory of the nature and character of the moon's magnetic influence could be arrived at by inductive reasoning. Having, therefore, in my possession a similar series of hourlv observations at Toronto and Hobarton, which stations might with St. Helena be deemed to a certain extent representatives of the phenomena in the middle latitudes of the two hemispheres and in the tropics, I thought it best to retain the conclusions at St. Helena until they should be accompanied by those at Toronto and Hobarton.
I took With me, however, to the Belfast Meeting of the British Association in Sep tember 1852 an abstract of the St. Helena results, and showed them to several per sons interested in magnetica! researches who attended that meeting.
The investigation has since been completed for the three stations, so far at least as regards the magnetic Declination, and the results form the subject of this communi cation; to be followed, should circumstances permit, by the results of a similar investigation into the corresponding phenomena of the Inclination and Total Force.
t?- §aP^il^?laiferfs sepal^tlfy, and to take them in the order of their succession from North to South ; commencing tlfe fo re ^ lo bfl9 lo Toronto.-The results at this station are obtained from six years of hourly observa tion, extending from July 1842 to June 1848 inclusive. The observations Were re-
entry, having the hours in vertical columns and the days in horizontal lines, with the daily means in the last vertical column, and the monthly means at the different hours of solar time in the bottom horizontal line. The process at Woolwich commenced by marking for omission all those disturbed observations, whensoever occurring, which exceeded a certain limit on either side of the monthly mean in the same month and at the same hour. When a disturbance was so considerable as materially to affect the amount of the monthly mean at the bottom of the page, a fresh monthly mean was taken, omitting the disturbed observation and giving fresh limiting values, bŷ
I f f ^ nr\ rl 4 f I p r|ft n/r qm which the disturbances were marked afresh. The limits adopted, beyond which disturbances were omitted and within which observations were retained for the proposed investigation, were (at Toronto) four scale divisions (or 2,49 in arc) above or below the monthly mean at the same hour. The observations retained were then marked in small figures on the face of the returns with the lunar hour to which each observation most nearly corresponded. For this purpose the time of the moon's passage of the meridian at Greenwich was taken from the Nautical Almanac, and corrected for the difference of longitude, so as to give the time of the moon's passage of the astro nomical meridian at Toronto in the mean solar time of the station. The difference of time corresponding to the difference between the meridians of Toronto and Got-£ *IIIdLaaj J tingen was then applied, so as to give the mean Gottingen time of the moon's passage of the astronomical meridian of Toronto. The observation at the Gottingen hour nearest to the time thus computed was then marked with 0h, signifying that it was the nearest observation to the moon's upper culmination, and from which its distance could not exceed half an hour. The time of the moon's inferior passage was then computed in a similar manner, and the observation at the Gottingen hour nearest to it was marked 12h. The intermediate hours received corresponding markings, except that on those occasions when thirteen solar hours, and consequently thirteen obser vations, were comprised within twelve lunar hours, that observation was omitted which fell most nearly equidistant between the epochs of two exact lunar hours. The obser vations were then considered to be prepared for arrangement in lunar , but instead of the observations themselves, the differences at each hour between the scale reading observed and the mean scale-reading in the same month and at the same hour were entered in these tables, by which process the diurnal and other variations depending on the time of the solar year and the hour of the solar day were, in great part at least, eliminated. The differences were marked with a + or -sign accord ing as the scale-reading at the time of observation was greater or less than the monthly mean at the same hour ; the entries having a + sign implying a more westerly direction of the north end of the magnet than its mean direction in the same month and at the same hour; and those having a -sign implying the con verse. The mean was then taken, in every month, of every lunar hour (taking the signs into account); the monthly means were collected into yearly means,-and finally, the means at each lunar hour in each of the six years of observation were collected in a single table.
The whole number of observations in the six years at Toronto which were thus treated amounted to 44,754, of which 6356 were put aside in consequence of the amount of disturbance (measured from the monthly mean at the same hour) equal ling or exceeding 2'*9 in arc.
The following Table shows the amount of Easterly or Westerly deflection of the north end of the magnet at the different lunar hours derived from the observations of the six years by the process which has been described, and inferred to be due to the moon's action. The partial results, or those afforded by the separate years, will be printed in the introduction to the third volume of the Toronto Observations. They exhibit only such small partial differences from the mean of the six years as may reasonably be ascribed to the operation of other causes than the moon's influence; and present no notable trace of a progressive increase in the amount of the variation in the successive years from 1843 to 1847, such as that which has been found to charac terize the variations depending upon the solar hours.
The deflections in the subjoined Table are in scale divisions, of which each = 0 ''72I, The readings to which the -signs are prefixed denote Easterly deflections, and those which have the + signs prefixed Westerly deflections. With this formula we obtain the times of greatest easterly deflection 0h 22m and 1 lh 23m, and the amounts 15"*7 and 19"T : and of greatest westerly deflection 5h 0m and 18h 0m, and the amounts 7"*6 and 13"-4. If we suppose the differences between the times and amounts of the two extreme easterly deflections to be due, wholly or in part, to accidental irregularities in the amount of the deflections at the different hours, the exact values of which would probably require a longer period of observa tion to determine,-and if the same remark be also applicable to the times and amounts of the two extreme westerly deflections,-we find, as the mean of the times of extreme easterly deflection, l l h 53m-5, and 23h 53m,5, and the amount 17''4; and of the extreme westerly deflections 5h 30ra, and 17h 30m, and the amount 10"'5 ; making the total amount of the variation due to lunar influence (17,,*4+10"*5 = )27,/'9.
The progression being a double one in the 24 lunar hours the variation passes four times through zero when the lunar variation disappears or equals 0. These times as given by the formula are 3h 29m; 8h 08IU; I5k 45m; and 20h 27m; or 3h 33m before, and 3h 29m after the moon's upper culmination; and 3h 52m before, and 3h 45m after the moon's lower culmination.
It is quite possible that when the facts shall have been more precisely determined, it may prove that neither the times nor the amounts of the two easterly deflections are strictly symmetrical; and so also in regard to the two extreme westerly deflections. With a full consideration of what may be due to accidental irregularities, and par ticularly to the influence on the precise time of the extreme elongation of even a very small error occurring near the turning hours, there still seems an indication of systematic difference, which is the more deserving of attention, because M. Kreil has inferred the existence of an inequality of the same kind, especially in the amounts of the similar deflections at opposite points of the hour-circle, in the Prague observa- tions.
------j The disparity in the amounts of the deflections in opposite directions, viz. 17,,*4 easterly, and 10"*5 westerly, is one which, from its magnitude, cannot be imagined to be occasioned by accidental irregularities, and must be regarded as a real feature of the phenomena under discussion.
M . K reil has inferred from the Prague observations, that the variation due to the moon's influence is not equally cognisable in all parts of the year, being greatest in summer, and disappearing wholly in the three winter months. To examine this question, I have caused in the following table the results of the Toronto observations to be arranged in two divisions, one comprising the results of thirty-six months composed of the six summer months in each of the six years under examination, and the other also of thirty-six months composed of the six winter months in each of the same years. The principal differences which show themselves in this comparison of opposite seasons are, that the easterly deflection at the upper culmination is less, and the westerly deflection on both sides of the meridian is greater, in the winter than in the summer half-period; at the inferior culmination the amount of extreme easterly deflection is nearly identical in the two seasons. For the purpose of examining how far similar partial differences would be shown when periods of similar duration are taken without reference to season, I arranged as in the following table, a comparison of the results in two half-periods, each comprising three complete years (including both summer and winter months), and each, therefore, containing the same number of months, viz. thirty-six, as in Table II . b-iugoi ni oglu og bins ifionJornm^g isq bun t89iJhBlfjg3vif Intnabroofi oJ anb od tsdw io noitfiTSbianoo Hid b dJiW T197 f> nava 'io noiiBgnoIa 9ffl9'itx9 odi lo smij 98i99*iq srii no 99030flm: sdJ oj yl olrjoi fo noiJcoibni no 801993 Ilijfa 9*i3dJ <a*iuod gnirnnt adt anan gnmnooo w m Ifom viaaxl -M 980fiso9d <,norJn9;|jB to gnrm^ob 9*ioin odi gi doidw ( .99n9*io'flib citBoiatg4 c 2 The inference from these two comparisons*, Tables IL and III., appears to be simply, that in consequence of the small amount of the moon's influence, which has to be brought out from amongst many disturbing causes of much greater influence, the mean result of six years is considerably more satisfactory than the mean results J.gn6igm b oL soB 31 vib > 1 / +U 7ib sIbo B ^iioi^ivib 9l|>0(^»3noi8i7ib of three years of observation, whether the latter consist of three complete years, or of three years composed either of thirty-six summer or of thirty-six winter months ; but that the variation due to the moon's influence is distinctly cognisable in all cases. The results may be more irregular in the winter months, in consequence possibly of the greater prevalence of the other disturbing causes at that season; and these, in a less complete system of observation, may in the extreme winter months, as appears to be the case at Prague, even wholly mask the effect of the mqon's influence. In the present case, if we take a mean of opposite points of the hour-circle at Toronto in the summer and winter half-period, we find the amount of the whole deflection, between 0h and 12h on the one hand, and 6h and 18" on the other hand, to be 29" in the three " . . . . ' " ' -. , . . . vears consisting ot thirty-six summer months, and 24 *9 in the three years consisting • , .
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. , . . . , . , ot thirty-six winter months. If we do the same by the half-periods, each of three ot the six years combined are nearly equal in both cases. irn In order to examine whether any difference is to be traced m the lunar diurnal variation which it might be possible to attribute to the moons change ot declination, I caused two tables to be formed, consisting respectively of the lunar diurnal variation on the three days of highest northern, and on the three days of highest southern declination throughout the six years of observation; the three days in the first table consisted in every case of the day when the moon was at her extreme distance north of the equator, and of one day before and one day after; and in the second table of the day when she was at the extreme distance south of the equator, and of one day on either side of that day. The first table comprised 230 days and the second 226 days; the reason of the number of days falling-short of the full comple ment being the intervention of Sundays, when no observations were recorded Table IV . exhibits in one view the results of these two tables. It does not appear to present any satisfactory evidence of the existence of a difference either in the character or the amount of the lunar diurnal variation at the periods of the moon's extreme divergence on either side of the equator; at the same time the number of days (230 and 226) is too few to furnish positive evidence as to the existence of a small dif ference ; the general character of the variation appears to be the same in both cases,
when allowance is made for irregularities which must be expected to present them selves in such short periods of comparison. n 2 i i 1
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• A-v^o\V The differences between the deflections at opposite points of the hour-circle at this station have so much the character of mere accidental irregularities that we may venture for greater simplicity to combine them, as is done in the two last columns of Table V ., and to represent the deflections thus combined by a formula of fewer terms, in which a, the hour-angle (reckoned from eighteen hours), is multiplied by 30° instead of 15°. The formula is as follows:-A ,= +*02625+* 1259 sin (a+317° 51')+*01047 sin (2a+25° 57') * r -' r ----•0083 sin (3a+5° 43')+ *0118 sin (4a+287° 48') +•00235 sin (5a+291° 26')+*0029 cos 6a. The lunar diurnal variation at St. Helena is, as at Toronto, a double progression, having two westerly extremes at nearly opposite points of the hour-circle, and two easterly extremes also at nearly opposite points. The amounts of extreme deflection, both easterly and westerly, are considerably less than at Toronto, but exhibit the same peculiarity of the extreme elongations in the one direction being about one-third greater than the extreme elongations in the other direction; at Toronto, the easterly elongations are the greater, at St. Helena the westerly. But a still more remarkable distinction in the lunar variation at the two stations respects the lunar hours at which the elongations respectively occur. At Toronto, as we have seen, the two easterly extremes coincide nearly with the epochs of the moon's superior and inferior culminations, and the westerly extremes nearly with the quadrantal hours of 6 and 18. At St. Helena, on the other hand, neither the times of the easterly nor of the westerly elongation coincide either with the culminations or with the hours of 6 and 18; and are so far and so systematically distant from those hours as to leave no doubt of the reality of their differences from them. The above formula gives for the times of extreme easterly deflection at St. Helena 3h 24m and 15h 24m; and for the times of extreme westerly deflection 10h 6m and 22h 6m; and the four hours at which the lunar variation disappears, or becomes 0, are 2h 0m, 6h 53m , J4h 0m and 18h 53m. The mean amount of extreme easterly elongation is 4"*48, and of extreme westerly elongation 6"'43, making the whole range of variation in a lunar day due to the moon's influence 10"'91. |L>egoxto9Ba(I .gxtroa p ao a If .enoitosftsu -mron ifinn J I
The question of any possible difference existing in the lunar diurnal variation at St. Helena when the moon is at her extreme distance on either side of the equator, has l.iiffjiudivlii 1 1 -r/Jholfioc;j snoi^iyiD been examined in the same manner as has been already described in pages 554 and 555 in the case of the Toronto observations, and with the same general result. The lunar diurnal variation appears to be the same whether the moon is N. or S. of the equator (or in this case N. or S. of the station). The amount of the lunar diurnal variation being altogether less at St. Helena than at Toronto, small irregularities naturally appear larger in proportion. The number of days included in the comparison is also less, extending through five years only instead of six.
Hobarton. -The hourly observations at Hobarton which have been employed for this investigation are from January 1843 to December 1847 inclusive, comprehend ing five years; their number is 36,820, of which 3242 have been omitted as disturbed, being found to differ from the monthly mean at the same hour to an amount equalling or exceeding 3'4 scale divisions, or 2;,41 in arc.
The deflections are those of the north end of the magnet, and the signs imply, as at each of the other two stations, an easterly deflection when the -sign is used, and a westerly deflection when the + sign is used. The value of a scale division at Hobarton was 0'*71. The deflections are exhibited in the following Table, This table exhibits, as at Toronto and St. Helena, a double progression, having two westerly and two easterly extremes at nearly opposite points of the hour-circle; and still showing, as at the other two stations, the phsenomenon of the elongations in one direction being considerably greater than in the other direction. At Hobarton, as at St. Helena, the westerly elongations are the greatest, whilst at Toronto the easterly are greatest. The hours of extreme elongation differ both from those at Toronto and those at St. Helena. The values in Table VI . may be represented by the following formula, in which a,th e hour-angle reckoned as before from eighteen hnutSj>isiiiraltipHeti byal$#qqu "lo eiiiori odi Jn yltonxo Jgomln eonfq grioitanota A ,= + *0825-*0487 sin (a+39° 15')-*2056 sin (2a+38° 00') +'0173 sin (3a+339° 41') -*0161 sin (4a+68° 56') -*0187 sin (5a+274° 54')+*0083 sin (6a+323° 08') -•0098 sin (7a+52° 26') + *0076 sin (8a+19° 06') -•0023 sin (9a+334° 32') + '0015 sin (10a+323° 08') -•0100 sin (1 la+ 2 7 4 0 44')-''0025 cos 12
This formula gives for the times of extreme westerly deflection 2h 52m and 13b 21m , the amounts being 12"*8 and 14"*9; and for the times of extreme easterly deflection 8h 0ra and 19h 30m, the amounts being 4"*3 and 6"*7. The means of the two times of westerly elongation are 2h 06m,5 and 14h 06m-5, and of the amounts, 13"'85. The means of the two times of easterly elongation are 7h 45m and 19h 45m, and of the amounts, 5"*5. The total range of the lunar variation is (13",85+5',*5=)19",35.
The times at which the deflection due to the moon's action is 0 are 5h 27m, 9h 06m, 17h 05m, and 22h 09m. These times taken in pairs are equidistant from two points on the moon's hour-circle, of which one is l h 48m after her upper culmination, and the other is l h 05m,5 after her lower culmination. JiioiJiaoq m em ?Ji ui ^Ilfclnoshod bobuoqgna longnm aril gaminlo-i t9o*i(ff hmJ General Remarks.-We learn from the results which have been thus stated, that the existence of a lunar diurnal variation in the magnetic declination is shown at each of the three stations, Toronto, St. Helena, and Hobarton, and that it has the same general character at each, viz. that of a double progression in the lunar day with two easterly maxima at nearly opposite points of the hour-circle, and two westerly maxima also at nearly opposite points of the hour-circle. The extreme elongations in the one direction are not at precisely opposite points of the hour-circle at any of the three stations, nor have the amounts of the two elongations, which take place in the same direction, always precisely the same value, but the slight inequalities in these respects are within the limits which might be occasioned by accidental irregularities. It is otherwise, however, with the difference in amount between the easterly and west erly deflections, which exhibit at each of the three stations a disparity too great to be ascribed to accident. At Hobarton and St. Helena the westerly elongations have the largest values, and at Toronto the easterly (speaking always of the north end of the magnet). At Toronto and St. Helena the lesser elongations are about two-thirds of the amount of the larger; at Hobarton the disparity is still greater ; to obtain the exact proportions with a sufficient degree of assurance would require, no doubt, a longer period of observation.
The difference which presents itself at the different stations, in the times of the occurrence of the extreme easterly and westerly elongations of the variation, is a very important feature in its bearing on the questions which must arise in regard to the nature and character of the lunar magnetic influence. At Toronto the easterly elongations take place almost exactly at the hours of upper and lower culmination, and the westerly elongations at the intermediate hours of 6 and 18. At Hobarton the westerly elongations (which, as Hobarton and Toronto are in opposite hemi spheres, may be regarded as^^*e|P|Oi\dipg to the easterly at Toronto) take place (speaking generally) about two hours after, the upper and lower culminations, and the easterly elongations (corresponding to the westerly at Toronto) about two hours after the lunar hour §<of$$|id , 4 f Sf^Helena, which is in the same hemisphere with Hobarton, the westerly elongations occur about two hours before the culmina tions, and the easterly extremes about'two hours, or rather more, before the hours of 6 and 18. The differences in this respect at the different stations are a feature of such essential theoretical importance, that I should have delayed the presentation of this paper until it could have been accompanied by a similar investigation into the results obtainable from the five years of hourly observations printed in the first volume of the Magnetical Observations at the Cape of Good Hope, had I not the expectation that that portion of the task may be undertaken by Mr. P ierce M orton, who now conducts the magnetical observatory at that station. " samiT The entire amount of the variation, reckoned from one extreme elongation to the other, is at Toronto about 2 7" ; at. Hobarton about 20"; and at St. Helena a The terrestrial force, retaining the magnet suspended horizontally in its mean position, may be taken approximately at Toronto at 3*54, at Hobarton at 4*51, and at St. Helena at 5*57. It may be desirable also to state that the amount of the magnetic Declination at the period under Consideration was, at Toronto 1° 34' West, at Hobarton 9° 55' East, and at St. Helena 23° 25' West. * The number of observations which have contributed to these results (exclusive of those omitted on account of disturbance) are, 38,398 at Toronto, 33,771 at St. Helena, and 83, 578 at Hobarton; making, altogether, 105, 747 observations. With the exception of marking the observations for the lunar hours to which they most nearly correspond, and the calculation of the constants in the formulae at To ronto and St. Helena, the processes to which the observations received from the sta tions have been submitted have been executed by Mr. J ohn M agrath, principal Clerk in the Woolwich Office, assisted by Sergeant C harles O rgan and Corporal M atthew M 'Ilroy, of the Royal Artillery, employed in the office as military clerks, to bfl9 riliort ad) to eyuv/lB gnidBaqa) ^hatBBa ad) otno'ioT In bun t89oInv taagmi 31 mulegnofa *198891 9d) nnalaH .18 bim otnoioT )A .(langBai ad) 9dt ninldo o) rialjsaig [Ills ai ytriBqaib ad) nolm doll in ;*i9gnd ad) to tnuonm ad) to s t)duob on {a*iiup9i bluow aanBrnaan to 99'igab tnalaiftua n dliw anoilioqoiq )obx9 "noi)BV*iaado to boiw r 79gnol ad) to asmr) ad) ni tsnoi)Bta Ina'iatbb 9d) 1b tlaali atnaaaiq daidw aana'iallib adT yrav b ai <noi)firiBv ad) to anoilBgnota ^hataaw bun ^lialsBa amaitxa ad) to aanarmoao ad) ol biBg9*i ni 9ariB laom doidw anoilaarip ad) no gnnB9d all ni amlnat InBlioqmi
